
 

Drawer System Install 

May we take this opportunity to say thank you for your purchase of the SLX DRAWER 
SYSTEM. We are pleased that you have chosen our company 's drawer system, please see 
details below if you have any issues please email sales@shorelien4x4.com.au. 
Tools required 

• Power Drill 

• Allan Keys ( provided) 

• Drill Bits  

• Circular saw 

• Jig Saw 

• File 

• Spanners or Socket set 

Duration : 3 Hours 

 

STEP 1 

Start unboxing your drawer system and laying out all your pieces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



STEP 2 

Unscrew your fixed top lid ( RIGHT HAND LID) and keep all the screws in a safe place then 

place the drawer unit into the back of your ute

 

 

 



 

STEP 3 

Install your side wings and front facia, this will help position the unit in the vehicle and you 

can decide how far back or fwd the unit sits. 

The side wings will require some cutting or bending depending on your tub size and if you 

have a tub liner or not  

 

 



STEP 4 

Will require a marker a power drill and some Drill bits. 

1. First off there is no set location for you to drill as every vehicle is different so you will 

need to get under your vehicle and see where your spare tyre sits, fuel tank and 

shock mounting points are. The current position of the slotted rails is not to be 

assumed correct for your vehicle. 

2. Once you have sussed these out you can then move your slotted hold down plates to 

the desired location. (these are the slotted channels on the bottom of the drawer 

system). 

3. Pre mark all four holes and measure from your tray where they approximately are. 

4. You will then need to crawl back under the vehicle and do a second check to make 

sure where you drill is accessible and will clear any obstructions.  

5. Now you can grab your power drill and a small drill bit (6mm) will be fine to drill a pilot 

hole. This will allow you to drill through the tray and be small enough to allow you to 

Tripple check you’re not going to be drill into anything you shouldn’t 

6. If you are happy with your drill locations then proceed to drill a bigger hole to suit the 

hold down bolts provided. If you have a tub liner these may be to short and you will 

need to go to your local hardware store and purchase 4 longer bolts. 

7. Now all your holes are drilled fit your 4 hold down bolts ( you will require 2 people for 

this job) your setup should now look like this 

 
 

 

 



Step 5  

Time to fit your Drawers back in, unbag your end stops and install these at the back of your 

draws, 2 per drawer 1 each side. These will stop your draws pulling all the way out and fall 

out of your drawers system 

 

 

Step 6  

Time to find those screws we put aside earlier and re install the fixed lid top to your right 

hand side draw 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Step 7  

Your nearly there, now we will need to measure and cut your side wings to suit your tub.  

You will need to measure and mark out your template onto the side wings then cut them to 

suit your vehicle , this will take some time so don’t rush the job measure twice and cut once. 

Once you a rea satisfied you’re your cutting then affix the wings to the brackets you bolted to 

your drawer system earlier and you’re done. Time for a beer. 

 

 

 

 


